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Abstract
High-quality computer vision models typically address
the problem of understanding the general distribution of
real-world images. However, most cameras observe only
a very small fraction of this distribution. This offers the
possibility of achieving more efficient inference by special-
izing compact, low-cost models to the specific distribution
of frames observed by a single camera. In this paper,
we employ the technique of model distillation (supervising
a low-cost student model using the output of a high-cost
teacher) to specialize accurate, low-cost semantic segmen-
tation models to a target video stream. Rather than learn
a specialized student model on offline data from the video
stream, we train the student in an online fashion on the live
video, intermittently running the teacher to provide a tar-
get for learning. Online model distillation yields semantic
segmentation models that closely approximate their Mask
R-CNN teacher with 7 to 17× lower inference runtime cost
(11 to 26× in FLOPs), even when the target video’s dis-
tribution is non-stationary. Our method requires no offline
pretraining on the target video stream, and achieves higher
accuracy and lower cost than solutions based on flow or
video object segmentation. We also provide a new video
dataset for evaluating the efficiency of inference over long
running video streams.
1. Introduction
Many computer vision algorithms focus on the problem
of understanding the most general distribution of real-world
images (often modeled by “Internet”-scale datasets such as
ImageNet [37] or COCO [27]). However any single cam-
era observes only a tiny fraction of this general distribution.
This offers the possibility of achieving more efficient infer-
ence by specializing compact, low-cost models to the spe-
cific distribution of frames observed by a single camera. In
Figure 1: Online model distillation overview: A low-cost student
model is tasked to generate a high-resolution, per-frame semantic
segmentation. To retain high accuracy, as new frames arrive, an
expensive teacher model’s (MRCNN) output is periodically used
as a learning target to adapt the student. Since the student model
is designed to be specialized “just-in-time” for future frames, we
refer to it as “JITNet”.
other words, to gain efficiency a model can learn to cheat—
segmenting people sitting on a park lawn might be as easy
as looking for shades of green.
However, in practice model specialization is challeng-
ing because it can be difficult to predict the distribution of
frames a camera will see. Specialization approaches rely
on tedious configuration of models [28, 11] or careful se-
lection of model training samples so as not to miss rare
events [29]. Even if per-camera curation were possible,
many video streams simply cannot be captured by a low-
capacity model due to distribution shift in the images ob-
served over time. For example, stationary cameras observe
scenes that constantly evolve with time of day, changing
weather conditions, and as different subjects move through
the scene. Moving cameras offer greater challenges: TV
cameras pan and zoom, most smartphone videos are hand-
held, and egocentric cameras on vehicles or robots move
through dynamic scenes.
In this paper we describe a surprisingly simple strategy
for realizing high-accuracy, low-cost semantic segmenta-
tion models that are specialized to a single video stream.
Our approach is based on the widely-used technique for
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model distillation [3, 18], whereby a lightweight “student”
model is trained to output the predictions of a larger, high-
capacity “teacher” model. However, rather than learning
a specialized student model on offline data from the video
stream that has been labeled with teacher predictions [23],
we train the student in an online fashion on the live data
stream, intermittently running the teacher to provide a tar-
get for learning. Intuitively, we find that simple models can
be accurate, provided they are continuously adapted to the
specific contents of a video stream as new frames arrive.
We show that online model distillation yields semantic
segmentation models that closely approximate their Mask
R-CNN [15] teacher with 7 to 17× lower inference runtime
cost (11-27× when comparing FLOPs), even when the tar-
get video’s distribution is non-stationary over time. Our
method requires no offline pretraining on data from the tar-
get video stream, and delivers higher accuracy segmentation
output, at lower cost, than efficiency-centric video semantic
segmentation solutions based on flow. We also provide a
new video dataset designed for evaluating the efficiency of
inference over long running video streams.
2. Related Work
Distillation for specialization: Training a small, efficient
model to mimic the output of a more expensive teacher
has been proposed as a form of model compression (also
called knowledge distillation) [3, 18]. While early explo-
rations of distillation focused on approximating the output
of the large model over the entire original data distribu-
tion, our work, like other recent work from the systems
community [24], leverages distillation to create highly com-
pact, domain-specialized models that need only mimic the
teacher for a desired subset of the data. However, rather
than treating model distillation as an offline training pre-
process for a stationary target distribution (and incurring the
high up-front training cost and the challenges of curating a
representative training set for each unique video stream),
we perform distillation online to adapt the student model
dynamically to the changing contents of a video stream.
Online training: Training a model online as new video
frames arrive violates the independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d) assumptions of traditional stochastic gradi-
ent descent optimization. Although online learning from
non-i.i.d data streams has been explored [6, 40], in general
there has been relatively little work on online optimization
of “deep” non-convex predictors on correlated streaming
data. The major exception is the body of work on deep re-
inforcement learning [33], where the focus is on learning
policies from experience. Online distillation can be formu-
lated as a reinforcement or a meta-learning [10] problem.
However, training methods [39, 32] employed in typical re-
inforcement settings are computationally expensive, require
a large amount of samples, and are largely for offline use.
Our goal is to train a compact model which mimics the
teacher in a small temporal window. In this context, we
demonstrate that standard gradient decent is remarkably ef-
fective for online training our compact architecture.
Tracking: Traditional object tracking methods [22, 14,
17] and more recent methods built upon deep feature hi-
erarchies [30, 49, 19, 34] can be viewed as a form of rapid
online learning of appearance models from video. Track-
ing parameterizes objects with bounding boxes rather than
segmentation masks and the cost scales in complexity with
the number of objects being tracked. Our approach for on-
line distillation focuses on pixel-level semantic segmenta-
tion and poses a different set of performance challenges. It
can be viewed as learning an appearance model for the en-
tire scene as opposed to individual objects.
Fast-retraining of compact models: A fundamental
theme in our work is that low-cost models that do not gen-
eralize widely are useful, provided they can be quickly re-
trained to new distributions. Thus, our ideas bear similar-
ity to recent work accelerating image classification in video
via online adaptation to category skew [42] and on-the-fly
model training for image super-resolution [1].
Video object segmentation: Solutions to video object
segmentation (VOS) leverage online adaptation of high-
capacity deep models to a provided reference segmentation
in order to propagate instance masks to future frames [35,
51, 48, 5]. The goal of these algorithms is to learn a high-
quality, video-specific segmentation model for use on sub-
sequent frames of a short video clip, not to synthesize a
low-cost approximation to a pre-trained general segmenta-
tion model like Mask R-CNN [15] (MRCNN). Online VOS
methods require seconds to minutes of training per short
video clip (longer than directly evaluating a general seg-
mentation model itself), precluding their use in a real-time
setting. We believe our compact segmentation architecture
and online distillation method could be used to significantly
accelerate top-performing VOS solutions (see Section 5).
Temporal coherence in video: Leveraging frame-to-
frame coherence in video streams, such as background sub-
traction or difference detection, is a common way to reduce
computation when processing video streams. More ad-
vanced methods seek to activate different network layers at
different temporal frequencies according to expected rates
of change [25, 41] or use frame-to-frame flow to warp infer-
ence results (or intermediate features) from prior frames to
subsequent frames in a video [12, 52]. We show that for the
task of semantic segmentation, exploiting frame-to-frame
coherence in the form of model specialization (using a com-
pact model trained on recent frames to perform inference on
near future frames) is both more accurate and more efficient
than flow-based methods on a wide range of videos.
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1280 x 720 conv 3x3 2 8
640 x 360 conv 3x3 2 8
320 x 180 enc_block 1 2 64
160 x 90 enc_block 2 2 64
80 x 45 enc_block 3 2 128
40 x 23 dec_block 3 1 2 64
80 x 45 dec_block 2 1 2 32
160 x 90 dec_block 1 1 4 32
640 x 360 conv 3x3 1 32
640 x 360 conv 3x3 1 2 32
1280 x 720 conv 1x1 1 32
Figure 2: Left: JITNet architecture. Right: encoder/decoder block
details. s = stride, r = resize, c = output channels.
3. Just-In-Time Model Distillation
Figure 1 provides a high-level overview of online model
distillation for high quality, low-cost video semantic seg-
mentation. On each video frame, a compact model is run,
producing a pixel-level segmentation. This compact stu-
dent model is periodically adapted using predictions from a
high-quality teacher model (such as MRCNN [15]). Since
the student model is trained online (adapted just-in-time for
future use), we refer to it as “JITNet”. To make online dis-
tillation efficient in practice, our approach must address the
following challenges: 1) creating a student model support-
ing fast inference and training, 2) training the student online
using imperfect teacher output, and 3) determining when
and how to update the student as new frames arrive. Next,
we describe each of these components.
3.1. JITNet Architecture
Efficient online distillation requires the JITNet architec-
ture to support both efficient inference and training. Since
real-world video streams contain objects at varying scales,
JITNet must make predictions from high-resolution inputs.
To allow for adaptation in few training iterations, JITNet
must be stable when updated with high learning rates.
The JITNet architecture is a compact semantic seg-
mentation architecture resembling an encoder-decoder [2].
The three blocks in the encoder and decoder are modified
ResNet [16] blocks, in which the second 3×3 convolution
of each block is replaced with a 1×3 followed by a 3×1
convolution). This modification significantly reduces the
parameters and computation required. The number of chan-
nels for each block is chosen to reduce computation on high
resolution feature maps. The residual blocks allow for fast
and stable training with high learning rates. In addition to
the residual connections in each block, the output features
from each encoder block are concatenated to the input of
the corresponding decoder block. These connections assist
with training speed and stability, while allowing JITNet to
Model FLOPS (B) Params (M) Time (ms)
Infer Train Infer Train
JITNet 15.2 32.2 3 7 30
MRCNN 1390.0 - 141 300 -
Table 1: FLOPS (inference, training), parameter count, and run-
time for both JITNet and MRCNN. JITNet has 47× fewer pa-
rameters and requires 91× (inference) and 40× (training) fewer
FLOPS than MRCNN inference.
use features at various semantic levels.
Table 1 gives the parameter count, number of floating-
point operations, and runtime of both JITNet and MRCNN
on a frame of 720p video on an NVIDIA V100 GPU. (We
provide both inference and training costs for JITNet.) Com-
pact segmentation models, such as those based on Mo-
bileNet V2 [38, 46], are 3-4× slower than JITNet at high
resolution and also not designed for fast, stable online train-
ing. Analysis of JITNet variants on standard semantic seg-
mentation datasets is provided in appendix to ground it rel-
ative to other architectures designed for efficiency.
3.2. Online Training with Gradient Descent
Online training presents many challenges: training sam-
ples (frames) from the video stream are highly correlated,
there is continuous distribution shift in content (the past
may not be representative of the future), and teacher pre-
dictions used as a proxy for “ground truth” at training can
exhibit temporal instability or errors. The method for updat-
ing JITNet parameters must account for these challenges.
To generate target labels for training, we use the instance
masks provided by MRCNN above a confidence threshold,
and convert them to pixel-level semantic segmentation la-
bels. All pixels where no instances are reported are labeled
as background. On most video streams, this results in a sig-
nificantly higher fraction of background compared to other
classes. This imbalance reduces the ability of the student
model to learn quickly, especially for small objects, due to
most of the loss being weighted on background. We miti-
gate this issue by weighting the pixel loss in each predicted
instance bounding box (dilated by 15%) five times higher
than pixels outside boxes. This weighting focuses train-
ing on the more challenging regions near object boundaries
and on small objects. With these weighted labels, we com-
pute the gradients for updating the model parameters using
weighted cross-entropy loss and gradient descent. Since
training JITNet on a video from a random initialization
would require significant training to adapt to the stream, we
pretrain JITNet on the COCO dataset, then adapt the pre-
trained model to each stream.
When fine-tuning models offline, it is common to only
update a few layers or use small learning rates to avoid
catastrophic forgetting. In contrast, for online adaptation,
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1 def online_distillation(stream, accuracy_threshold,
2 max_updates,
3 min_stride, max_stride,
4 jitnet, teacher):
5 stride = min_stride
6 frame_num = 0
7 for frame in stream:
8 if (frame_num % stride) == 0:
9 labels = teacher.predict(frame)
10 predictions = jitnet.predict(frame)
11 mean_iou = accuracy(predictions, labels)
12 update_iter = 0
13 while (update_iter < max_updates and
14 mean_iou < accuracy_threshold):
15 predictions = jitnet.train(frame, labels)
16 mean_iou = accuracy(predictions, labels)
17 update_iter += 1
18
19 if mean_iou > accuracy_threshold:
20 stride = min(stride * 2, max_stride)
21 else:
22 stride = max(stride / 2, min_stride)
23 else:
24 predictions = jitnet.predict(frame)
25 frame_num += 1
Figure 3: Online distillation algorithm.
we want the JITNet model to adapt to current context even
at the expense of forgetting. Therefore, we update all lay-
ers with high learning rates. Empirically, we find that gra-
dient descent with high momentum (0.9) and learning rate
(0.01) works remarkably well for updating JITNet parame-
ters. We believe high momentum stabilizes training due to
resilience to teacher prediction noise. We find that learning
rates higher than 0.01 destabilize training. We use the same
parameters for all online training experiments.
3.3. Adaptive Online Distillation
The rate of distribution shift depends on the nature of the
video stream. If the distribution is close to stationary, then
little adaptation is needed. If the distribution of the video
shifts rapidly, then JITNet must be frequently updated to
keep pace. This suggests an opportunity to maximize effi-
ciency by only adapting JITNet when necessary to preserve
high accuracy. The algorithm for determining when to adapt
JITNet (when to run the teacher) must itself be efficient;
otherwise, the cost of determining when to adapt will di-
minish the performance benefits of infrequent training.
We develop a straightforward adaptive strategy that em-
ploys exponential back-off [13]. The full adaptive, online
distillation algorithm is shown in Figure 3. Inputs to the al-
gorithm are the video stream, a desired accuracy threshold,
and the JITNet and teacher (MRCNN) models. Configura-
tion parameters to the adaptation are the maximum number
of learning steps performed on a single frame, and the mini-
mum/maximum frame strides between teacher invocations.
The algorithm operates in a streaming fashion and pro-
cesses the frames in the video in temporal order. The
teacher is only executed on frames which are multiples of
the current stride. When the teacher is run, the algorithm
computes the accuracy of the current JITNet model with
respect to the teacher. If JITNet accuracy is less than the
desired JITNet accuracy threshold (mean IoU), the model
is updated using the teacher predictions as detailed in the
previous section. The JITNet model is trained until it either
reaches the set accuracy threshold or the upper limit on up-
date iterations per frame. Once the training phase ends, if
JITNet meets the accuracy threshold, the stride for running
the teacher is doubled; otherwise, it is halved (bounded by
minimum and maximum stride). The accuracy threshold is
the only user-exposed knob in the algorithm. As demon-
strated in our evaluation, modifying the threshold’s value
allows for a range of accuracy vs. efficiency trade-offs.
Even when consecutive video frames contain significant
motion, their overall appearance may not change signifi-
cantly. Therefore, it is better to perform more learning itera-
tions on the current frame than to incur the high cost of run-
ning the teacher on a new, but visually similar, frame. The
maximum stride was chosen so that the system can respond
to changes within seconds (64 frames is about 2.6 sec-
onds on 25 fps video). The maximum updates per frame
is roughly the ratio of JITNet training time to teacher infer-
ence cost. These parameters can be changed based on the
scenario. We set the minimum and maximum stride to 8
and 64 respectively, and maximum updates per frame to 8
for all experiments. We include an ablation study of these
parameters, choices in network design, and training method
in appendix.
4. Long Video Streams (LVS) Dataset
Evaluating fast video inference requires a dataset of
long-running video streams that is representative of real-
world camera deployments, such as automatic retail check-
out, player analysis in sports, traffic violation monitoring,
and wearable device video analysis for augmented reality.
Existing large-scale video datasets have been designed to
support training high-quality models for various tasks, such
as action detection [26, 44], object detection, tracking, and
segmentation [36, 50], and consist of carefully curated, di-
verse sets of short video clips (seconds to a couple minutes).
We create a new dataset designed for evaluating tech-
niques for efficient inference in real-world, long-running
scenarios. Our dataset, named the Long Video Streams
dataset (LVS), contains 30 HD videos, each 30 minutes in
duration and at least 720p resolution. (900 minutes total;
for comparison, YouTube-VOS [50] is 345 minutes.) Un-
like other datasets for efficient inference, which consist of
streams from fixed-viewpoint cameras such as traffic cam-
eras [21], we capture a diverse array of challenges: from
fixed-viewpoint cameras, to constantly moving and zoom-
ing television cameras, and hand-held and egocentric video.
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MRCNN JITNet 0.9 MRCNN JITNet 0.9
Figure 4: Frame segmentations generated by MRCNN (left) and JITNet 0.9 (right) from a subset of videos in the LVS dataset.
Given the nature of these video streams, the most commonly
occurring objects include people, cars, and animals.
It is impractical to obtain ground truth, human-labeled
segmentations for all 900 minutes (1.6 million frames) of
the dataset. Therefore, we carefully select videos for which
MRCNN [15] is observed to provide accurate and robust
predictions. (We evaluated other segmentation models such
as DeepLab V3 [7] and Inplace ABN [4], and found MR-
CNN to be the most reliable.) We use the highest-quality
MRCNN [9] without test-time data augmentation, and pro-
vide its output for all dataset frames to aid evaluation of
classification, detection, and segmentation (semantic and
instance level) methods. Figure 4 shows a sampling of
videos from the dataset, with their corresponding MRCNN
segmentations (left image in each group). We refer readers
to appendix for additional dataset details, including visual-
ization of MRCNN predictions for all videos.
5. Evaluation
The goal of our evaluation is to test the limits of online
distillation as a strategy for efficient video segmentation.
We compare with an alternative motion-based interpolation
method [52] and an online approach for video object seg-
mentation [5]. While our focus is evaluating accuracy and
efficiency on long video streams (LVS), we also include re-
sults on the DAVIS video benchmark [36] in appendix.
5.1. Experimental Setup
Our evaluation focuses on both the efficiency and ac-
curacy of semantic segmentation methods relative to MR-
CNN. Although MRCNN trained on the COCO dataset can
segment 80 classes, LVS video streams captured from a sin-
gle camera over a span of 30 minutes typically encounter a
small subset of these classes. For example, none of the in-
door object classes such as appliances and cutlery appear
in outdoor traffic intersection or sports streams. Therefore,
we measure accuracy only on classes which are present in
the stream and have reliable MRCNN predictions. We also
limit evaluation to classes representing independently mov-
ing objects, since stationary objects can be handled effi-
ciently using simpler methods. We observed that MRCNN
often confuses the class of cars, trucks, and buses, so to
improve temporal stability we combine these classes into a
single class “auto” for both training and evaluation. There-
fore, we only evaluate accuracy on the following classes:
bird, bike, auto, dog, elephant, giraffe, horse, and person.
Table 2 shows the classes that are evaluated in each individ-
ual stream as an abbreviated list following the stream name.
All evaluated methods generate pixel-level predictions
for each class in the video. We use mean intersection
over union (mean IoU) over the classes in each video
as the accuracy metric. All results are reported on the
first 30,000 frames of each video (≈16-20 minutes due
to varying fps) unless otherwise specified. Timing mea-
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Offline Flow Online Distillation
Video Oracle Slow (2.2×) Fast (3.2×) JITNet 0.7 JITNet 0.8 JITNet 0.9
(20%) (12.5%) ( 6.2%)
Overall 80.3 76.6 65.2 75.5 (17.4×, 3.2%) 78.6 (13.5×, 4.7%) 82.5 (×7.5, 8.4%)
Category Averages
Sports (Fixed) 87.5 81.2 71.0 80.8 (24.4×, 1.6%) 82.8 (21.8×, 1.8%) 87.6 (10.4×, 5.1%)
Sports (Moving) 82.2 72.6 59.8 76.0 (20.6×, 2.1%) 79.3 (14.5×, 3.6%) 84.1 (6.0×, 9.1%)
Sports (Ego) 72.3 69.4 55.1 65.0 (13.6×, 3.7%) 70.2 (9.1×, 6.0%) 75.0 (4.9×, 10.4%)
Animals 89.0 83.2 73.4 82.9 (21.7×, 1.9%) 84.3 (19.6×, 2.2%) 87.6 (14.3×, 4.4%)
Traffic 82.3 82.6 74.0 79.1 (11.8×, 4.6%) 82.1 (8.5×, 7.1%) 84.3 (5.4×, 10.1%)
Driving/Walking 50.6 69.3 55.9 59.6 (5.8×, 8.6%) 63.9 (4.9×, 10.5%) 66.6 (4.3×, 11.9%)
Subset of Individual Video Streams
Table Tennis (P) 89.4 84.8 75.4 81.5 (24.7×, 1.6%) 83.5 (24.1×, 1.6%) 88.3 (12.9×, 3.4%)
Kabaddi (P) 88.2 78.9 66.7 83.8 (24.8×, 1.6%) 84.5 (23.5×, 1.7%) 87.9 (7.8×, 6.3%)
Figure Skating (P) 84.3 54.8 37.9 72.3 (15.9×, 2.8%) 76.0 (11.4×, 4.1%) 83.5 (5.4×, 9.4%)
Drone (P) 74.5 70.5 58.5 70.8 (15.4×, 2.8%) 76.6 (6.9×, 7.2%) 79.9 (4.1×, 12.5%)
Birds (Bi) 92.0 80.0 68.0 85.3 (24.5×, 1.6%) 85.7 (24.2×, 1.6%) 87.9 (21.7×, 1.8%)
Dog (P,D,A) 86.1 80.4 71.1 78.4 (19.0×, 2.2%) 81.2 (13.8×, 3.2%) 86.5 (6.0×, 8.4%)
Ego Dodgeball (P) 82.1 75.5 60.4 74.3 (17.4×, 2.5%) 79.5 (13.2×, 3.4%) 84.2 (6.1×, 8.2%)
Biking (P,Bk) 70.7 71.6 61.3 68.2 (12.7×, 3.5%) 72.3 (6.7×, 7.3%) 75.3 (4.1×, 12.4%)
Samui Street (P,A,Bk) 80.6 83.8 76.5 78.8 (8.8×, 5.5%) 82.6 (5.3×, 9.5%) 83.7 (4.2×, 12.2%)
Driving (P,A,Bk) 51.1 72.2 59.7 63.8 (5.7×, 8.8%) 68.2 (4.5×, 11.5%) 66.7 (4.1×, 12.4%)
Table 2: Comparison of accuracy (mean IoU over all the classes excluding background), runtime speedup relative to MRCNN (where
applicable), and the fraction of frames where MRCNN is executed. Classes present in each video are denoted by letters (A - Auto, Bi -
Bird, Bk - Bike, D - Dog, E - Elephant, G - Giraffe, H - Horse, P - Person). Overall, online distillation using JITNet provides a better
accuracy/efficiency tradeoff than baseline methods.
surements for JITNet, MRCNN (see Table 1), and other
baseline methods are performed using TensorFlow 1.10.1
(CUDA 9.2/cuDNN 7.3) and PyTorch 0.4.1 for MRCNN on
an NVIDIA V100 GPU. All speedup numbers are reported
relative to wall-clock time of MRCNN. However, note that
MRCNN performs instance segmentation whereas JITNet
performs semantic segmentation on a subset of classes.
5.2. Accuracy vs. Efficiency of Online Distillation
Table 2 gives the accuracy and performance of online
distillation using JITNet at three different accuracy thresh-
olds: JITNet 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9. Performance is the aver-
age speedup relative to MRCNN runtime, including the cost
of teacher evaluation and online JITNet training. To pro-
vide intuition on the speedups possible on different types of
videos, we organize LVS into categories of similar videos
and show averages for each category (e.g., Sports (Mov-
ing) displays average results for seven sports videos filmed
with a moving camera), as well as provide per-video re-
sults for a selection of 10 videos. We also show the frac-
tion of frames for which MRCNN predictions are used. For
instance, on the Kabaddi video stream, JITNet 0.8 is 23.5
times faster than MRCNN, with a mean IoU of 84.5, and
uses 510 frames out of 30,000 (1.7%) for supervision.
On average, across all sequences, JITNet 0.9 main-
tains 82.5 mean IoU with 7.5× runtime speedup (11.6× in
FLOPs). In the lower accuracy regime, JITNet 0.7 is 17.4×
faster on average (26.6× in FLOPs) while maintaining a
mean IoU of 75.5. Mean IoUs in the table exclude the back-
ground class, where all the methods have high accuracy. As
expected, when the accuracy threshold is increased, JITNet
improves in accuracy but uses a larger fraction of teacher
frames for supervision. As expected, average speedup on
sports streams from fixed cameras is higher than moving
cameras. Even on challenging egocentric sports videos with
significant motion blur, JITNet 0.9 provides 4.9× speedup
while maintaining 75.0 mean IoU.
Although JITNet accuracy on the Sports (Fixed),
Sports (Moving), Animals, and Traffic categories suggests
potential for improvement, we observe that for streams with
large objects, it is often difficult to qualitatively discern
if JITNet or MRCNN produces higher quality predictions.
Figure 4 displays sample frames with both MRCNN (left)
and JITNet (right) predictions (zoom in to view details).
The boundaries produced by JITNet on large objects (1st
row right, 2nd row left, 3rd row left) are smoother than
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Figure 5: Top graph: the accuracy of JITNet 0.8 and Offline Oracle relative to MRCNN. Bottom graph: the number of updates to JITNet
during online distillation. Plotted points are averages over a 30 second interval of the video. Images correspond to circled points in bottom
plot, and show times where JITNet required frequent training to maintain accuracy.
Figure 6: Top: JITNet 0.9 predictions on a sequence of three
frames which are roughly 0.13 seconds apart (4 frames apart) in
the Figure Skating video. Bottom: Large deformations, object and
camera motion prove challenging to flow based interpolation.
MRCNN, since MRCNN generates low-resolution masks
(28 × 28) that are upsampled to full resolution. However,
for videos containing small objects, such as traffic camera
(Figure 4, 3th row, right) or aerial views (4th row, right),
MRCNN produces sharper segmentations. JITNet’s archi-
tecture and operating resolution would need to be improved
to match MRCNN segmentations on small objects.
Streams from the Sports (Ego) category exhibit signif-
icant motion blur due to fast motion. Teacher predictions
on blurred frames can be unreliable and lead to disruptive
model updates. The Driving/Walking streams traverse a
busy downtown and a crowded beach, and are expected to
be challenging for online distillation since object instances
persist on screen for only short intervals in these videos.
Handling these scenarios more accurately would require
faster methods for online model adaptation.
5.3. Comparison with Offline Oracle Specialization
The prior section shows that a JITNet model pre-trained
only on COCO can be continuously adapted to a new video
stream with only modest online training cost. We also com-
pare the accuracy of just-in-time adaptation to the results of
specializing JITNet to the contents of the each stream en-
tirely offline, and performing no online training. To simulate
the effects of near best-case offline pre-training, we train
JITNet models on every 5th frame of the entire 20 minute
test video sequence (6,000 training frames). We refer to
these models as “offline oracle” models since they are con-
structed by pre-training on the test set, and serve as a strong
baseline for the accuracy achievable via offline specializa-
tion. All offline oracle models were pre-trained on COCO,
and undergo one hour of pre-training on 4 GPUs using tra-
ditional random-batch SGD. (See appendix for further de-
tails.) Recall that in contrast, online adaptation incurs no
pre-training cost and trains in a streaming fashion.
As shown in Table 2, JITNet 0.9 is on average more ac-
curate than the offline oracle. Note that JITNet 0.9 uses
only 8.4% of frames on average for supervision, while the
oracle is trained using 20%. This trend also holds for the
subcategory averages. This suggests that the compact JIT-
Net model does not have sufficient capacity to fully capture
the diversity present in the 20 minute stream.
Figure 5 shows mean IoU of JITNet 0.8 and the offline
oracle across time for three videos. The top plot displays
mean IoU of both methods (data points are averages over
30 second time intervals). The bottom plot displays the
number of JITNet model updates in each interval. Images
above the plots are representative frames from time inter-
vals requiring the most JITNet updates. In the Birds video
(left), these intervals correspond to events when new birds
appear. In comparison, the Elephant video (center) contains
a single elephant from different viewpoints and camera an-
gles. The offline oracle model incurs a significant accuracy
drop when the elephant dips into water. (This rare event
makes up only a small fraction of the offline training set.)
JITNet 0.8 displays a smaller drop since it specializes im-
mediately to the novel scene characteristics. The Driving
video (right) is challenging for both the offline oracle and
online JITNet since it features significant visual diversity
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Category OSVOS (3.3%) JITNet 0.8
A B
Overall 59.9 60.0 77.4 (14.5×, 4.6%)
Sports (Fixed) 75.7 75.7 82.3 (24.0×, 1.6%)
Sports (Moving) 69.1 69.3 78.7 (16.3×, 2.9%)
Sports (Ego) 67.6 68.1 74.8 (9.5×, 5.9%)
Animals 79.3 79.8 86.0 (19.7×, 2.1%)
Traffic 22.3 21.9 70.8 (8.4×, 7.7%)
Driving/Walking 36.7 36.3 66.8 (4.3×, 11.8%)
Table 3: JITNet 0.8 generates higher accuracy segmentations than
OSVOS on LVS and is two orders of magnitude lower cost. Per-
centages give the fraction of frames used for MRCNN supervision.
and continuous change. However, while the mean IOU of
both methods is lower, online adaptation consistently out-
performs the offline oracle in this case as well.
5.4. Comparison with Motion-Based Interpolation
An alternative approach to improving segmentation ef-
ficiency on video is to compute teacher predictions on a
sparse set of frames and interpolate the results using flow.
Table 2 shows two baselines that propagate pixel segmenta-
tions using Dense Feature Flow [52], although we upgrade
the flow estimation network from FlowNet2 [20] to modern
methods. (We propagate labels, not features, since this was
shown to be as effective [52].) The expensive variant (Flow
(Slow)) runs MRCNN every 8th frame and uses PWC-
Net [45] to estimate optical flow between frames. MRCNN
labels are propagated to the next seven frames using the es-
timated flow. The fast variant (Flow (Fast)) uses the same
propagation mechanism but runs MRCNN every 16th frame
and uses a faster PWC-Net. Overall JITNet 0.7 is 2.8×
faster and more accurate than the fast flow variant, and JIT-
Net 0.9 has significantly higher accuracy than the slow flow
variant except in the Driving/Walking category.
Figure 6 illustrates the challenge of using flow to inter-
polate sparse predictions. Notice how the ice skaters in the
video undergo significant deformation, making them hard to
track via flow. In contrast, online distillation trains JITNet
to learn the appearance of scene objects (it leverages tem-
poral coherence by reusing the model over local time win-
dows), allowing it to produce high-quality segmentations
despite complex motion. The slower flow baseline performs
well compared to online adaptation on rare classes in the
Driving (Bike) and Walking (Auto) streams, since flow is
agnostic to semantic classes. Given the orthogonal nature
of flow and online adaptation, it is possible a combination
of these approaches could be used to handle streams with
rapid appearance shifts.
5.5. Comparison with Video Object Segmentation
Although not motivated by efficiency, video object seg-
mentation (VOS) solutions employ a form of online adap-
tation: they train a model to segment future video frames
based on supervision provided in the first frame. We eval-
uate the accuracy of the OSVOS [5] approach against JIT-
Net on two-minute segments of each LVS video. (OSVOS
was too expensive to run on longer segments.) For each 30-
frame interval of the segment, we use MRCNN to gener-
ate a starting foreground mask, train the OSVOS model on
the starting mask, and use the resulting model for segment-
ing the next 29 frames. We train OSVOS for 30 seconds
on each starting frame, which requires approximately one
hour to run OSVOS on each two-minute video segment.
Since segmenting all classes in the LVS videos would re-
quire running OSVOS once per class, we run OSVOS on
only one class per video (the first non-background (person
or animal) class in each stream) and compare JITNet accu-
racy with OSVOS on the designated class. (Recall JITNet
segments all classes.) Furthermore, we run two configura-
tions of OSVOS: in mode (A) we use the OSVOS model
from the previous 30-frame interval as the starting point for
training in the next interval (a form of continuous adapta-
tion). In mode (B) we reset to the pre-trained OSVOS model
for each 30-frame interval.
Table 3 compares the accuracy of both OSVOS variants
to online distillation with JITNet. The table also provides
model accuracy, runtime speedup relative to MRCNN, and
the fraction of frames used by JITNet 0.8 for supervision
in the two-minute interval. Overall JITNet 0.8 is more ac-
curate than OSVOS and two orders of magnitude faster.
On Traffic streams, which have small objects, and Driv-
ing/Walking streams with rapid appearance changes, OS-
VOS has significantly lower accuracy than JITNet 0.8. We
also observe that the mode A variant of OSVOS (continu-
ously adapted) performs worse than the variant which is re-
initialized. This suggests that the VGG-based [43] model
architecture used in OSVOS is not amenable to continuous
online adaptation. We believe the JITNet architecture could
be employed as a means to significantly accelerate online
VOS methods like OnAVOS [48] or more recent OSVOS-
S [31] (uses MRCNN predictions every frame).
6. Conclusion
In this work we demonstrate that for common, real-world
video streaming scenarios, it is possible to perform online
distillation of compact (low cost) models to obtain semantic
segmentation accuracy that is comparable with an expen-
sive high capacity teacher. Going forward, we hope that our
results encourage exploration of online distillation for effi-
cient video inference on other tasks such as pose estimation.
More generally, with continuous capture of high-resolution
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video streams becoming increasingly commonplace, we be-
lieve it is relevant for the broader community to think about
the design and training of models that are not trained of-
fline on carefully curated datasets, but instead continuously
evolve each day with the data that they observe from spe-
cific video streams. We hope that the Long Video Streams
dataset serves this line of research.
7. Appendix
7.1. Online Distillation Parameter Study
All experiments in the work involving the online distil-
lation algorithm use a fixed set of values for the parame-
ters (maximum updates, minimum stride, learning rate), ex-
cept the accuracy threshold. Table 5 compares the accuracy,
speedup and fraction of frames used for supervision when
these parameter values vary. We perform the ablation study
on a subset of six streams (which are representative of the
different scenarios) from the dataset. The baseline is JIT-
Net 0.8, which is the online distillation algorithm run with
an accuracy threshold of 0.8. For JITNet 0.8, the maximum
updates, minimum stride, and learning rate were set to 8, 8
and 0.01 respectively. We vary one parameter at a time, and
each column in the table corresponds to a variation from the
JITNet 0.8 baseline.
High learning rates allow for faster adaptation. There-
fore, we chose the highest learning rate at which online
training is stable for all the experiments in the paper. As
one can see, a lower learning rate of 0.001 reduces both ac-
curacy and the amount of speedup. Increasing the learning
to 0.1 destabilizes training and yields very poor results. The
number of updates to perform on a single frame depends
on how much the model can learn from the frame and how
useful that information is in the immediate future. This is
hard to predict without having access to future frames and
what is inherently difficult for the model to learn. Increas-
ing the number of updates leads to overfitting, reducing ac-
curacy while increasing speed up and reducing the num-
ber of teacher samples overall. This suggests some room
for improvement in choosing how many updates to perform
on a given frame over our simple accuracy based heuristic.
As one would expect, increasing and decreasing minimum
stride increase and decrease accuracy respectively. Overall,
the online distillation algorithm is reasonably robust to the
input parameters.
7.2. DAVIS Evaluation
Online distillation as a technique can be used to mimic
an accurate teacher model with a compact model for im-
proving the runtime efficiency. The main focus of this work
is to demonstrate the viability of the online distillation tech-
nique for semantic segmentation on streams captured from
typical deployment settings. In this section, we show pre-
Method JM JR JD FM FR FD
JITNet A 0.642 0.731 0.238 0.680 0.761 0.235
JITNet B 0.796 0.927 0.018 0.798 0.904 0.060
JITNet C 0.811 0.924 -0.004 0.831 0.913 0.004
OSVOS-
S [31]
0.856 0.968 0.055 0.875 0.959 0.082
OSVOS [5] 0.798 0.936 0.149 0.806 0.926 0.150
Table 4: Accuracy comparison of different methods using the JIT-
Net architecture and recent methods for semi-supervised video ob-
ject segmentation on the DAVIS 2016 benchmark.
liminary results on the viability of online distillation com-
bined with the JITNet architecture for accelerating semi-
supervised video object segmentation methods. Specifi-
cally, we evaluate how the JITNet architecture can be com-
bined with state-of-the-art methods like OSVOS-S [31].
We evaluate three different configurations of JITNet at
varying levels of supervision. In configuration A, we train
JITNet on only the first ground truth frame of each se-
quence, and evaluate JITNet over the rest of the frames
in sequence without any additional supervision (the stan-
dard video object segmentation task). On many sequences
in DAVIS, object appearance changes significantly and re-
quires prior knowledge of the object shape. Note that JIT-
Net is a very low capacity model designed for online train-
ing and cannot encode such priors. Configuration A is not
an online distillation scenario, but even with its low capac-
ity, the JITNet architecture trained on just the first frame
yields reasonable results.
Recent methods like OSVOS-S [31] leverage instance
segmentation models such as Mask R-CNN for providing
priors on object shape every frame. We take a similar ap-
proach in configuration B, where the goal is to mimic the
expensive OSVOS-S model. We train JITNet on the first
ground truth frame, then adapt using segmentation predic-
tions from OSVOS-S [31] every 16 frames. Note that in
configuration B, our combined approach does not use addi-
tional ground truth, since OSVOS-S predictions are made
using only the first ground truth frame. Finally, in configu-
ration C, we train on the first ground truth frame, and adapt
on the ground truth mask every 16 frames. This gives an
idea of how the quality of the teacher effects online distilla-
tion.
We use the validation set of the DAVIS 2016 [36] dataset
for our evaluation. The dataset contains 50 video sequences
of 3455 frames total, each labeled with pixel-accurate seg-
mentation masks for a single foreground object. We eval-
uate using the main DAVIS metrics: region similarity J
and contour accuracy F, with precision, recall, and decay
over time for both. We present metrics over the entire
DAVIS 2016 validation set for all three JITNet configu-
rations, alongside a subset of state-of-the-art video object
segmentation approaches. In all configurations, we start
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JITNet 0.8 Max Updates Learning Rate Min Stride
4 16 0.001 0.1 4 16
Accuracy 78.7 77.3 78.0 75.6 16.7 79.8 76.1
Speed Up 19.7× 17.4× 23.5× 14.7× 7.6× 17.5× 23.4×
Teacher Samples 5.0% 6.1% 3.7% 6.7% 10.6% 7.7% 3.3%
Table 5: Comparison of different input parameter settings to the online distillation algorithm. The algorithm is robust to all parameter
changes except very high learning rates, where online training becomes unstable.
with JITNet pre-trained on YouTube-VOS [50], with max
updates per frame set to 500, accuracy threshold set to
0.95, and use standard data augmentations (flipping, ran-
dom noise, blurring, rotation). JITNet A performs sim-
ilarly to OFL [47], a flow-based approach for video ob-
ject segmentation, while JITNet B, using OSVOS-S predic-
tions, performs comparably to OSVOS, with significantly
lower runtime cost. Finally, JITNet C, which uses ground
truth masks for adaptation, performs comparable to only us-
ing OSVOS-S predictions. This suggests that even slightly
noisy supervision suffices for online distillation. Overall
these results are encouraging with regards to further work
into exploring architectures well suited for online training.
7.3. Offline Training Details
JITNet COCO pre-training: All JITNet models used in
our experiments are pre-trained on the COCO dataset. We
convert the COCO instance mask labels into a semantic seg-
mentation labels by combining all the instance masks of
each class for each image. We train the model for semantic
segmentation on all 80 classes. The model is trained on 4
GPUs with batch size 24 (6 per GPU) using an Adam op-
timizer with a starting learning rate of 0.1 and a step decay
schedule (reduces learning rate to 1/10th of current rate ev-
ery 10 epochs) for 30 epochs.
JITNet offline oracle training: All offline oracle mod-
els are initialized using the COCO pre-trained model and
trained on the specialized dataset for each video using the
same training setup as COCO, i.e., same number of GPUs,
batch size, optimizer, and learning rate schedule. However,
each of the specialized datasets is about 6000 images and
20× smaller than the COCO dataset.
7.4. Standalone Semantic Segmentation
The JITNet architecture is specifically designed with low
capacity so that it can support both fast training and in-
ference. To understand the accuracy vs. efficiency trade-
off relative to other architectures such as MobileNetV2 [38,
46], we trained a JITNet model with twice the number of
filters in each convolution layer and twice the number of
encoder/decoder blocks than the one used in the paper. This
modified architecture is 1.5× faster than the semantic seg-
mentation architecture based on MobileNetV2. The larger
JITNet gives a mean IoU of 67.34 on the cityscapes [8] val-
idation set and compares favorably with the 70.71 mean
IoU of the MobileNetV2 based model [46]. We started
with the larger JITNet architecture in the online distillation
experiments, but lowered the capacity even further, with
half the number of filters in each convolution layer and en-
coder/decoder blocks, since it provided a better cost vs. ac-
curacy trade-off for online distillation.
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